BUILDING
COMMUNITY:
Making
Change

DJJ leaders at the March Against Racism
in Warren, MI - September 2020

DJJ leaders providing community care
for BLM marches during Sukkot 2020

DJJ leaders during Poor People’s Campaign
demonstration in Lansing, July 2018

“DJJ is the Jewish community
I have always longed for.
It allows me to live out my Jewish
values of seeking justice and making
my world a better place.”
Marnina Falk
DJJ Leader

DJJ rally for water justice in 2018
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Our Vision

TOWARDS FREEDOM
FROM INJUSTICE

Detroit Jews for Justice organizes
the metro Detroit Jewish community
to participate in movements for
racial and economic justice.
We envision a region that is more
sustainable, equitable and joyous
for all, with a particular emphasis
on supporting the rights and
leadership of people of color, lowincome workers, the unemployed,
women, LGBTQI folks, immigrants,
the disability community and others
struggling against systemic bias.
Art by Hannah Lewis
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The first DJJ demonstration, at Menorah in the D, December 2014

NOW IS
THE TIME
TO ACT
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“Jewish solidarity is vital
to fighting the systems of
oppression we have long been
under. It’s necessary for us to use
our resources to aid in the fight
for justice as Jews. It’s always
been our duty to strive for justice,
now is not the time to stop."
Em Kaufman,
DJJ Freedom Team
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STRENGTHEN
OUR MOVEMENT
			 BUILDING

Detroit Jews for Justice supports
activists to connect with their Judaism
and supports Jews to strengthen their
activism.

+ Jews across metro Detroit are ready
to seize opportunities for action and
solidarity in the local justice ecosystem

Your support will sustain the
infrastructure of our organization and
grow our network to ensure that:

+ Jews feel safe and seen in the justice
movements of our time
+ Social action committees in synagogues
across the region commit to deeper action
toward racial and economic justice, both
within and outside their walls
+ Jews are better allies, accomplices,
and co-conspirators in the movement
for racial justice

DJJ staff and leaders at the Count Every Vote Rally in Detroit, November 2020
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A Progressive Voice in the
Jewish Community,

A Jewish Voice in the
Progressive Community

We draw strength from Jewish
tradition, history, thought and culture
to deepen and sustain our work.
We believe that our history as an
oppressed people compels us to act
in solidarity with other communities
who face oppression. At the same
time, we recognize that today the
Jewish American community has a
responsibility to use our power and
resources for social change.

DJJ leaders demonstrating in Downtown Detroit for safe, affordable water for all in 2016
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“59% of Jews say that being
Jewish means working for
justice… this shows that
American Jews crave a purpose,
a connection to this part of their
Jewishness… Simply put, it proves
the authentic need and audience
for Jewish social justice work.”
Abby Levine
Jewish Social Justice Roundtable

Art by Hannah Lewis
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How We Do Justice Jewishly

THIS IS A MOVEMENT,
NOT A
MOMENT
We are:

+ > 200 active leaders in metro Detroit,
equipped with skills and activated as
community organizers

Detroit Jews for Justice organizes
the metro Detroit Jewish community
to participate in movements for
racial and economic justice. We do
so through training, relationship
building and collaboration. We build
strong interfaith relationships, draw
from our tradition and mobilize our
networks to affect real change.

DETROIT JEWS
FOR JUSTICE

+ Rooted in the city, suburbs and other regions
+ Members of nine metro Detroit synagogues,
along with many unaffiliated Jews
+ Diverse - socioeconomically, ethnically
and racially
+ Widely varied in our relationships with
Judaism
+ Blessed with a spectrum of genders,
sexualities, abilities and ages ranging
from 8 - 78
+ > 4,000 supporters nationwide
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How We Do Justice Jewishly
1.

2.

Leadership
Development

Partnerships
& Campaigns

3.

4.

Cultural
Programs

Racial Equity
Education

OUR AREAS OF WORK
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How We Do Justice Jewishly

1.

Leadership
Development
DJJ connects leaders to opportunities to learn
together and learn from each other. We work
to understand the complexities of injustice
in our region and uplift the best practices for
movement building. Our training topic areas
have included how to:
+ Be an anti-racist within and outside the
Jewish community
+ Show up respectfully in coalitions and stay
safe during campaign activities
+ Understand the impact and intersectionality
of social issues
+ Actively listen to and follow the leadership of
those most affected
+ Be an organizer and educator of their own
community and network
+ Advocate with elected officials
+ Write and publish op-eds

DJJ leaders during virtual General Meeting in May 2020

DJJ leader with product of creative engagement during
May 2020 General Meeting
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How We Do Justice Jewishly

2.

Partnerships
& Campaigns

DJJ leaders during Poor People’s Campaign demonstration in Lansing, July 2018

We organize in partnership with those who
share our vision for a more sustainable,
equitable and joyous future for all. We embrace
the leadership of those who are directly
impacted by injustice, as they are the best
advocates for change. In particular, we seek
to follow the direction of Detroiters, people of
color and low-income communities.

“DJJ is such a great partner - they
participate in the social movement
ecosystem thoughtfully, generously
and effectively.

Our campaigns focus on local issues like water
justice, immigration justice, voters rights and
more. We practice doykayt, or “hereness,” a
philosophy that compels us to engage in our
immediate community, working alongside our
metro Detroit neighbors at the city, regional
and state level. We believe our work is most
meaningful and effective when we struggle
against the injustices that are right in front
of us and impact those around us.

We love working with them!”
Dessa Cosma
Executive Director, Detroit Disability Power

DETROIT JEWS
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How We Do Justice Jewishly

3.

Cultural
Programs
Our cultural events provide joyful spaces to
build community, integrate learning and action,
and celebrate victories both large and small.
They provide our leaders fuel for the long-term
work of social justice while helping to grow our
base of leaders.

The cast of the 2019 Purim Spiel - highlighting inequitable development in Detroit

Each year, DJJ hosts a Purim Extravaganza as
an opportunity to celebrate recent wins, build
power for the work ahead, and uplift the work
of our partners. In 2020, we highlighted the work
of Movimiento Cosecha and presented a Purim
Spiel (play) connecting the Drivers Licenses for
All campaign with the ancient Purim story. An
intergenerational and multimedia event, the
annual Purim Extravaganzas are our biggest
recruitment events and help us infuse the
work of justice-seeking with joy.

Traditional yiddish dancing at the Daniel Kahn concert in 2018
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How We Do Justice Jewishly

4.

Racial Equity
Education
We believe community is the foundation for
change. It is important we look inward to ensure
our own community is inclusive, specifically
regarding anti-Black racism within the Jewish
community. Antisemitism and intergenerational
trauma have made it harder, at times, for Jews
to navigate conversations about race. We need
to acknowledge our painful histories while
remaining accountable to how we perpetuate
racism today.

DJJ leaders at the March Against Racism in Warren, MI - September 2020

Since our founding protest seven years ago, DJJ
has stood in proud solidarity with the Movement
for Black Lives. We realize we have much work
yet to do, and we remain committed to changing
our region, our communities and ourselves.
Program Associate for Racial Equity, Kendra Watkins, leading a training in 2019
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								 WE ORGANIZE
FOR CHANGE
How We Do Justice Jewishly

We support two organizing teams that take on
a different set of issues within human rights
and systemic injustices. The teams identify and
lead campaigns, while DJJ staff provide training,
space, and administrative support.
OLIVIA GUTERSON 2021

FREEDOM TEAM

THRIVING TEAM

We envision system transformation
and co-liberation with our
marginalized neighbors.

We envision a healthy region with an
economy that works for everyone.
OLIVIA GUTERSON 2021

We organize to alter relations of
power around issues like Worker
Rights, Education, Water Rights,
Environmental Justice, Disability
Justice and Housing.

We organize to alter relations
of power around issues like
White Supremacy, Antisemitism,
Islamophobia, Police Accountability,
Criminal Justice and Immigration.

Art by Olivia Guterson
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“It’s important to feel nourished
by community... to feel a sense of
belonging within this chaotic and
fast-paced world, and to feel that
we're not alone in the fight for our
vision of a more just future.”
Emma Share
Thriving Team

Art by Hannah Lewis
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Join the Movement

HELP US SUSTAIN OUR
			GRASSROOTS ACTIVISM
Over the last 7 years, DJJ has grown rapidly,
attracting hundreds of leaders and donors,
building powerful relationships in the social
justice field, providing critical services
to the Jewish community, making a real
impact on issues and culture, and firmly
positioning itself as a respected player in
the progressive space in Detroit and in the
national Jewish justice movement.

$25,000 provides half the salary of one of our
amazing community organizers

Give today and grow the footprint of metro
Detroit’s powerful social justice community.
Your support will translate directly into
stronger and more effective organizing:

$1,500 provides a stipend for a local artist to
translate the justice issues of our time into
meaningful arts content

$10,000 enables DJJ to design and throw the only
justice-oriented Purim event in metro Detroit
$5,000 supports a year of DJJ volunteer leaders’
attendance at organizing and advocacy trainings
across the country
$2,500 underwrites the cost of an anti-racism
workshop series in a local synagogue

$500 makes it possible for us to compensate a
community partner in organizing to teach DJJ
leaders about their vital work, e.g., Water Justice 101
$180 covers food for two organizing meetings

DETROIT JEWS
FOR JUSTICE
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“It goes on one at a time,
it starts when you care
to act, it starts when you do
it again and they said No,
it starts when you say We
and know who you mean, and each
day you mean one more.”
“The Low Road”
by Marge Piercy
Copyright 1992

Art by Shira Kresch
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Water Justice

Water justice is a particularly important campaign for DJJ
because of its place in Jewish learning. In the Torah,
water is likened to all the wisdom in our world and, just
as wisdom and knowledge should be free for everyone,
so too should water.
More than 140,000 Detroit households had their water
and sewage services shut off between 2014 and 2020
because they were unable to afford their water bills.
Since 2017, DJJ has worked in partnership with We the
People of Detroit, the Poor People’s Campaign, and the
People's Water Board (PWB). After years of ongoing local
and statewide advocacy, water justice coalitions won a
moratorium on water shutoffs in Detroit through 2022.
This hard-won victory is just one step on the path to the
implementation of a statewide Water Affordability Plan.
"Working with the leaders of DJJ has been such an
encouragement. The organization is filled with
compassionate, caring, dedicated members -the formula
for waging the love we need to build people power for our
collective water justice victory. DJJ joining our work has
been a light and a positive force for change."
- Lila Cabill z”l, People's Water Board (PWB)

DJJ Leaders in 2016, Photo by Antonio Rafael

Key milestones in this campaign include:
2017

After extensive research, “Mayim Chayim: Water Justice”
affirmed by DJJ leaders as primary campaign
DJJ advocates in Lansing for Lobby Day and World Water
Day
DJJ hosts Water Justice education event at Temple Kol Ami,
attracting more than 100 new people to the cause
2018

Dozens of DJJniks rally in Lansing with the Poor People’s
Campaign day of action for water justice. DJJ leaders
participate in civil disobedience.
“Illuminating Water Justice” Hanukkah demonstration
against water shutoffs at Campus Martius
2019

Rabbi Alana teaches about the Torah of water justice at
Limmud MI, the region-wide Jewish Day of Learning
DJJ leads and distributes candidate survey on support for
Water Affordability Plan

DJJ demonstration in Campus Martius, Detroit, 2018

2020

DJJ leaders provide legal and advocacy support for PWB
to advance statewide legislation for water affordability
COVID-era resource sharing: DJJ launches rapid response
team for water and food distribution in partnership with
We the People of Detroit and Brightmoor Food Pantry
PWB and coalition win moratorium on water shut-offs in
Detroit through 2022
2021

DJJ leaders support PWB’s campaign to document water
shut-offs in other SE Michigan municipalities, in an
ongoing effort to advocate for statewide water
affordability.

"We were not only protesting inhumane practices. I’d been

Immigration
Justice

there before. It was the fact that attendees were there
protesting, together, while deliberately expressing their
racial, ethnic, religious affiliations. This captured me..”
- Barry Rubin, DJJ Steering Committee

In partnership with the Council on American-Islamic
Relations of Michigan, DJJ organized a protest at the
Dearborn Police Headquarters to demand an end to
cooperation with U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE).
DJJ mobilized as a part of a nationwide call put forth by
T'ruah: the Rabbinic Call for Human Rights for Jews to
speak with one voice: #closethecamps. The protest was
held on Tisha B’Av, a Jewish day of mourning and fasting
that commemorates the destruction of the temples in
Jerusalem.

2019 Close the Camps/Tisha B'Av action at Dearborn Public
Safety Headquarters

Over 200 community members came together for a program
featuring ritual, individuals who are directly impacted by
immigration policies, clergy, and three members of
Congress. These efforts, along with pressure from other
community leaders and activists, helped win a major victory
for immigration justice in our region - the Dearborn Police
ended their contract with ICE a week after the protest.

Financials

Program/Event Revenue
5%

FISCAL YEAR 2020-2021
Income

Grassroots Fundraising
13.2%

Major Gifts
18.3%

Grassroots fundraising
Major gifts
Grants
Program/event revenue

$51,700.11
$71,780.00
$249,276.99
$19,495.00

Gross Income

$392,252.10

Grants
63.6%

Dozens of DJJ Leaders are active in grassroots fundraising each year

Expense
$197,153.97
Organizing and Programs
Rent and Administrative Costs $39,540.26
$7,306.50
Bookkeeping and Accounting
$17,952.68
Fundraising
Total Expense

Bookkeeping and Accounting
2.8%

Fundraising

Fundraising
6.9%

is organizing!

Rent + Administrative Costs
15.1%

$261,953.41

Budget Outlook

Each year, our largest expense is paying the
organizers who make this work possible.
We are committed to fair employment practices
and pay a competitive wage to our staff.

Organizing + Programs
75.3%

2021-22
2022-23
2023-24

$314,300
$325,000
$350,000

Art by Hannah Lewis

Detroit Jews for Justice
440 Burroughs, Suite 625
Detroit, MI 48202

Email: hello@detroitjewsforjustice.org

www.detroitjewsforjustice.org

Facebook: @detroitjewsforjustice

Instagram: @detroitjewsforjustice

